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Abstract—Virtual machines are an integral component of our
present software systems infrastructure, including the web, and
are here to stay. Web browsers like Google Chrome and Mozilla
Firefox uses virtual machines to execute JavaScript code. Java
Virtual Machines (JVMs) use just-in-time compilers to compile
Java byte code to machine code. However, with the increasing use
of virtual machines, they are also susceptible to security attacks.
One such class of attack is the heap spray attack, wherein the
attacker populates the heap with malicious code and exploits
a vulnerability to jump to the populated malicious code in the
heap, thereby enabling arbitrary code execution. In this paper,
we present RandHeap, a technique to randomize the heap layout
to detect and prevent heap spray attacks. RandHeap randomizes
the heap in three different ways: (i) by randomizing object layout,
(ii) by randomizing array layout, and (iii) by encrypting data
stored on the heap. Using RandHeap, we were able to detect
and prevent several heap spray attacks.

For the evaluation of RandHeap, we implemented the concept
of RandHeap in Google V8 and JikesRVM. We executed Octane
2.0 Benchmarks on Google V8 and Dacapo 9.12 Benchmarks on
JikesRVM. Observations show that heap randomization using
RandHeap is accompanied with low overhead and modest
memory requirement. We implemented heap spraying attacks
in Google V8 and JikesRVM and found that RandHeap was
able to detect and prevent the attacks successfully.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today’s infrastructure depends highly on virtual machines.
Virtual machines are not only used by servers, but also by web
browsers to execute JavaScript code. There has been the de-
velopment of a very rich environment within virtual machines
and web browsers. Unfortunately, this rich environment has
also lead to numerous security issues. Virtual machines are
often written in C/C++ exposing it to various vulnerabilities
that can occur in programs written in these languages, such
as buffer overflow, dangling pointer dereference and double
free. These vulnerabilities are then exploited by attackers to
execute malicious code on a virtual machine.

Heap spray attack [2] is one such attack to compromise web
browsers by facilitating arbitrary code execution. It involves
allocating a number of objects containing the exploit code
in the heap, followed by triggering an existing vulnerability
to execute the malicious code in the heap. Note that a heap
spray attack does not trigger an attack by itself, but requires
an existing memory vulnerability, like dangling pointer, buffer
overflow, and double frees, to trigger an attack.

Current techniques [21][12][19][11] of preventing and de-
tecting heap spray attacks suffer from one or more issues.

Nozzle [21] examines heap at specific time intervals only.
Hence, Nozzle can suffer from TOCTOU-vulnerability (Time-
Of-Check-Time-Of-Use [6]), which means that an attacker can
allocate a benign object, wait for Nozzle to examine it, then
change it to contain malicious content, and trigger the attack.
Also, Nozzle only examines a part of the heap at a time, and
not the complete heap at once, to save on performance, leading
to relatively less security impact. BuBBle [12] adds random
padding between random positions in a string only because it
makes an assumption that the malicious code will likely be
stored as a part of a string only. BuBBle cannot not work if
the attacker uses integer or float arrays, or objects to store
the malicious code. DieHarder [19] is unable to prevent and
detect heap spray attacks in virtual machines. Heap Taichi [11]
describes four types of attacks and a technique to circumvent
those attacks only. Attackers can extend these attacks to create
more sophisticated attacks. We discuss the limitations of these
works in detail in Section III.

In this paper, we first present the limitations of current tech-
niques in protecting virtual machines from heap spray attacks.
We then present RandHeap, a technique to prevent and detect
heap spray attacks. Design of RandHeap is based on three
principles: (i) encrypting heap data, (ii) randomizing heap
layout, and (iii) low performance overhead with low memory
requirements. RandHeap randomizes the heap layout using
three techniques:

1) Whenever a new class is loaded, a random layout is
decided for all the objects instantiated from the loaded
class. A random layout is decided by randomizing the
field locations and adding random padding between the
fields.

2) An array layout is created during the virtual machine’s
boot phase. The array layout is created by randomizing
the element locations and adding random padding be-
tween different elements. All the elements in any array
will be accessed based on this array layout.

3) Encrypting heap data to prevent malicious code stored
on heap to create a valid instruction sequence.

The techniques mentioned above prevent heap spray attacks
by: (i) making it harder for an attacker to guess the location
of data stored in the heap, thereby making it difficult to
store malicious code on heap in a well-defined or an ordered
manner, and (ii) preventing the correct execution of malicious
code by encrypting the data stored on heap. By setting the



Fig. 1: Program Heap and flow of heap spraying

Fig. 2: Arbitrary code execution on the heap via successful
return to 0x0a0a0a0a

value of random padding to the call instruction to call
a function, we ensure that during a heap spray attack, this
function is called and RandHeap is able to detect the attack.

a) Contributions: This paper makes the following con-
tributions:

• We present limitations of current techniques used for
protecting heap spray attacks (Section III).

• We introduce techniques to perform the following:
– randomize object layout (Section IV-A1).
– randomize array layout (Section IV-A2).
– encryption of data stored on the heap (Section

IV-A3).
• We integrated RandHeap in Google V8 [1] and

JikesRVM [8]. We then report the results of performance
evaluation and memory requirement (Section VI). We
show that we successfully protect:

– JikesRVM with average performance overhead of 6%
with on an average 5-10% extra memory require-
ment.

– Google V8 with average performance overhead of
6% with on an average 6-9% extra memory require-
ment.

II. THREAT MODEL

In this section we present our assumptions about the de-
fenses the system employs, capability of the attacker, and

presence of memory related bugs in the system.
We make the following assumptions for the threat model

used in the research:
1) the attacker has sufficient capability to launch repeated

attacks and allocate objects on the heap repeatedly.
2) the attacker has the limitless ability to allocate and free

objects on the heap at will.
3) the victim’s system contains at least one exploitable

security vulnerability to point the instruction register
(e.g. EIP in x86) to an address on the heap.

Provided below is a simple explanation of how a typical
heap spray attack ideally works. Figures 1 and 2 depict the
flow of heap spray attack. We assume a buffer overflow
vulnerability exists in the program.

Consider the following code snippet:

HeapBlock = new Array ( ) ;
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < heapBlocks ; i ++) {

HeapBlock += NOPSled + S h e l l c o d e
}

The code snippet sprays the heap and allocates HeapBlock
one on top of the other heapBlocks number of times. Each
HeapBlock is a NOP sled ending in a shellcode.

After heap spray, the buffer is filled with a return ad-
dress, say 0x0a0a0a0a. After returning, the EIP is set to
0x0a0a0a0a. The code execution at this point has a heap
block which eventually leads to the shellcode execution.

III. LIMITATIONS OF THE STATE-OF-THE-ART

In this section, we describe the overview and limitations of
current techniques.

A. Nozzle and Heap Taichi

Nozzle [21] works by creating a control flow graph of
the heap at specified time intervals and then analyzing this
control flow graph to detect NOP sled and shellcode. Since,
Nozzle analyze heap only at specified time intervals, it suf-
fers from TOCTOU-vulnerability (Time-Of-Check-Time-Of-
Use [6]). To exploit this vulnerability, an attacker can allocate
a benign object, wait for Nozzle to examine it, then change
it to contain malicious content, and trigger the attack. Also,
Nozzle only examines a part of the heap at a time to save on
performance, leading to less security.

Heap Taichi [11] describes new attacks, which do not
require NOP sled and hence, decreases the surface area of the
attack. The defenses against these attacks, described in [11],
are implemented on the top of Nozzle. Hence, these defenses
also suffer from the same issues as Nozzle except the low
surface area of attack.

B. BuBBle

BuBBle [12] provides security against heap spray attacks
by adding random padding before storing strings on the
heap. Before reading a string, BuBBle returns the original
string by removing the random padding. Hence, BuBBle only
provides protection from heap spray attacks if the NOP sled



and shellcode are stored in the form of a string. On the
other hand, if the NOP sled and shellcode are stored in the
form of integer arrays or objects, BuBBle will be unable to
provide protection against heap spray attacks. Since, BuBBle
traverses the whole string to remove or add random padding
before accessing or storing a string, BuBBle would perform
inefficiently while accessing a large string.

C. DieHarder

DieHarder [19] is based on DieHard, which is a high perfor-
mance memory allocator and allows a program with memory
errors to execute correctly with a high probability. DieHard
uses a bitmap-based fully-randomized memory allocator and
allocates object at random places on the heap. On top of
DieHard, DieHarder [19] provides security against heap-based
attacks by using Sparse Page Layout, where small objects
are allocated within pages spread sparsely across the address
space and using Address Space Sizing, which randomizes the
addresses of small object pages.

Although DieHarder provides security against heap spray
attacks for native executables, we found that this is not true
for managed languages. We wrote a heap spray attack in
JavaScript, which sprays the heap with NOP sled and shell-
code. The JavaScript file calls a C++ function which contains
a buffer overflow vulnerability. We used this vulnerability to
set the return pointer to an arbitrary location on the heap.
This JavaScript file was executed on Google V8. Interestingly,
even with DieHarder enabled, the shellcode got successfully
executed.

We believe the reason for this limitation of DieHarder is,
unlike C/C++ programs, which allocates memory in small
fragments, virtual machines usually allocate large chunks
of the heap. Objects are allocated from this large chunk,
leading to a decreased amount of randomization and successful
prediction of the location of shellcode.

IV. RANDHEAP: DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

RandHeap provides protection against heap spray attacks
by (i) randomizing the object and array layouts, and (ii)
encrypting data on the heap. RandHeap consists of two
essential components: (i) Attack Prevention, and (ii) Attack
Detection. Attack prevention is achieved by randomizing the
objects’ and the arrays’ layout and data on the heap. Attack
detection is accomplished by injecting a binary code for call
instruction, thereby, calling the specified function in case of a
heap spray attack.

A. Attack Prevention

The Attack Prevention component deals with preventing the
attacker from deploying a successful heap spray attack. This
component randomizes the location of fields of all objects,
elements in an array, and encrypting the data stored on the
heap. By randomizing the heap and encrypting the heap data,
we make sure that (i) the malicious code is not stored in a
contiguous manner and/or at attacker defined locations, and
(ii) the malicious code stored on the heap in the encrypted
form would not form a valid instruction sequence. This helps

in preventing the machine from executing a malicious code,
as demonstrated in Section V.

1) Randomizing Object Layout: When the virtual machine
is resolving a class, its methods and fields, the attack pre-
vention component will randomize the layout for every class.
This randomized layout is used by every instantiated object
of this class. The layout is randomized by randomizing the
locations of fields of the class and adding random padding
of paddingSize bytes between each field. As a result, the
fields are now updated to new memory locations. The JIT
Compiler compiles the code to access the fields using the new
layout.

Algorithm 1 Object Layout Randomization Algorithm

Require: The given object layout for a given class in
objectLayout variable

Ensure: Randomized new object layout represented as
newLayout

1: function OBJECTLAYOUTRANDOMIZA-
TION(objectLayout, paddingSize)

2: newObjectLayout ← φ
3: boolArray ← new boolean [objectLayout.length()]
4: for i = 0 → boolArray.length() do
5: boolArray[i] ← false

6: for i = 0 → objectLayout.length() do
7: j ← rand() % objectLayout.length()
8: while boolArray[j] = true do
9: j ← rand() % objectLayout.length()

10: newObjectLayout.add (objectLayout[j])
11: boolArray[j] ← true

12: for i = 0 → objectLayout.length() do
13: j ← paddingSize×(rand() % 2)
14: if j 6= 0 then
15: for k = 0 → j do
16: newObjectLayout.insert (i, new Byte-

Field())
return newLayout

Algorithm 1 presents the Object Layout Randomization Al-
gorithm. The procedure ObjectLayoutRandomization takes
objectLayout and paddingSize as arguments. Argument
objectLayout represents the object layout, i.e., the placement
of fields in an object of a class and paddingSize is the size
(in bytes) of each padding. ObjectLayoutRandomization
returns the randomized object layout. Line 2 allocates
newObjectLayout and initializes it to φ. Lines 4-5 allocates a
boolean array and initializes all its elements to false. Lines
6-11 takes a random field in each iteration from objectLayout
and add it to newObjectLayout. Lines 12-16 creates a series
of ByteF ield based on a random number and add them to
newObjectLayout.

Figure 3 shows a class Example with three fields and
paddingSize = 4. We assume that the size of the address of
an object is 4 bytes. With the original object layout, the fields
are allocated one by one in a predefined manner. However, the
fields have been allocated randomly in both randomized object



Algorithm 2 Array Element Access Algorithm

1: function ARRAYELEMENTACCESS(index, indexArray,
indexArraySize, indexArrayLength)

2: rem ← index % indexArrayLength
3: quotient ← index ÷ indexArrayLength
4: return quotient × indexArraySize + indexArray[rem]

layouts. For example, in the first randomized object layout, the
order of the fields is f2, f3, and f1. Further, random padding
is inserted between fields.

Fig. 3: Example class, original object layout and two random-
ized object layouts

2) Randomizing Array Layout: An array stores elements
in contiguous memory locations. Hence, the complexity to
index an array element is O(1). The Attack Prevention
component randomizes the array layout while maintaining
this property of arrays. At the start of the virtual machine,
the Attack Prevention component will allocate an array of
integers of a length provided by the user. We denote this
array as indexArray with the number of elements as
indexArrayLength. indexArray defines a layout for
all arrays. indexArray is a mapping between logical index
to physical index. Logical index is the index of an element
in the array, while physical index is the index where that
element is stored in the memory. The number of elements
of each allocated array is a multiple of indexArraySize.
Algorithm 2 shows the algorithm to access an array el-
ement at an index. The ArrayElementAccess function
takes four parameters: index of the element, indexArray,
indexArraySize, and indexArrayLength. Line 2 and
3 finds the remainder and the quotient by dividing index with
indexArrayLength. Line 4 returns the physical index.

Every time when the virtual machine starts, it will decide a
random layout for arrays, i.e. construct indexArray based
on the indexArrayLength given by the user. Deciding
the random layout is based on two techniques: randomizing
element locations and adding random padding. Consider an
indexArray with elements: [4, 7, 5, 6, 8]. Since, the
maximum physical index of an array is 8 and 8 is the
position where the second last element ends (or the last

Fig. 4: Example array layout randomization

element begins), the size of the array should be 8 + 1
= 9. Because padding is added in between two random
indexes, the size of an array cannot always be a multiple
of indexArrayLength. For this reason, every array is
allocated as a multiple of indexArraySize, which is equal
to the addition of maximum value in indexArray and 1.
Algorithm 3 depicts array layout randomization algorithm.
ArrayLayoutRandomization takes paddingSize, which
is the size of each padding and indexArrayLength as
parameters. This algorithm can be divided into the following
phases:

• The first phase allocates indexArray of length
indexArrayLength. This process is performed at line
2.

• In the second phase, the values at each index
in indexArray are set to random numbers less
than indexArrayLength. Moreover, the use of
boolArray ensures that the values at each index in
indexArray are distinct. This process is responsible
for randomizing element locations. This process is done
at lines 3-11.

• In the third phase, for each index a random number
is decided, which is then added to this index and all
the indexes following it. This process is responsible
for adding random padding of paddingSize bytes,
and is performed at done at lines 12-16. At the end,
indexArraySize is assigned the value equal to the
max element in indexArray plus 1.

Figure 4 presents a randomized array layout
for paddingSize = 1, indexArray with
indexArrayLength = 4 and indexArraySize =
8. The layout defined by indexArray maps logical index
0 → physical index 3, logical index 1 → physical index
1, logical index 2 → physical index 5, and logical index 3
→ physical index 7. Figure 4 also shows an example array
of 6 character elements and mapping of logical indexes to
physical indexes.

a) Optimization: Unfortunately, the above technique
would yield high overhead because division, multiplication,



Algorithm 3 Array Layout Randomization Algorithm

1: procedure ARRAYLAYOUTRANDOMIZA-
TION(paddingSize, indexArrayLength)

2: indexArray ← new int[indexArrayLength]
3: boolArray ← new boolean [indexArrayLength]
4: for i = 0 → indexArrayLength do
5: boolArray[i] ← false

6: for i = 0 → indexArrayLength do
7: j ← rand() % indexArrayLength
8: while boolArray[j] = true do
9: j ← rand() % indexArrayLength

10: indexArray[i] ← j
11: boolArray[j] ← true

12: for i = 0 → indexArrayLength do
13: k ← m×(rand() % 2)
14: for j = i → indexArrayLength do
15: indexArray[j] ← indexArray[j] + k
16: indexArraySize ← max(indexArray) + 1

and addition are costly operations. To solve this problem we
optimized the solution as follows:

• We ensure that indexArrayLength assigned by the
user is a power of 2.

• We ensure that indexArraySize is also a ran-
dom number which is a power 2 and is greater than
indexArrayLength.

• For any two integers n and x, x % 2n and x & (2n− 1)
yields the same result, i.e. the remainder of division when
x is divided by 2n. Hence, we decided to use bit-wise
and(&) operator instead of binary mod (%) operator in
Algorithm 2 to fetch the remainder.

• For any two integers n and x, x ÷ 2n and x >> n
yields the same result, i.e. the quotient of division when x
is divided by 2n. Hence, we decided to use shift left (>>)
operator instead of binary div (÷) operator in Algorithm
2.

• For any three integers n, x, and y, x × 2n + y and
(x << n) | y yields the same result. Hence, we decided
to use the shift right (<<) and bit-wise or (—) operators
instead of the combination of binary mult (×) and binary
plus (+) operators in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 4 is the optimized array access algorithm. It takes
5 parameters: index of the element, indexArray,
indexArrayLength, logIndexArrayLength,
and logIndexArraySize as parameter, where
logIndexArraySize is equal to log2(indexArraySize)
and logIndexArrayLength is equal to
log2(indexArrayLength)

3) Encrypting Heap Data: In a heap spray attack, the at-
tacker populates heap with the malicious code. This malicious
code is then executed when the attacker directs the instruction
pointer to a location in the heap. Instead of storing the data in
its original form, RandHeap stores the data in an encrypted
form and decrypts it before reading. When the virtual machine

Algorithm 4 Optimized Array Element Access Algorithm

1: function OPTIMIZEDARRAYELEMENTACCESS(index,
indexArray, indexArrayLength, logIndexArrayLength,
logIndexArraySize)

2: rem ← index & (indexArrayLength-1)
3: quotient ← index >> logIndexArrayLength
4: return (quotient << logIndexArraySize) — indexAr-

ray[rem]

is booted, it produces a random key, for example, by using the
rand function. While storing data on the heap, i.e. setting a
value to a field of an object or an element of an array, the
data is first encrypted by XORing it with the key and then
stored. When data from the heap is read, it is then decrypted
by XORing it with the same key and then returned. The size
of key is the maximum size of a data type supported by the
language, which is 64 bits in Java and JavaScript.

Due to the encryption, the malicious code would not get
executed as this encrypted form of code would not form
the desired instruction sequence. Moreover, the randomized
selection of key makes sure that the attacker can not bypass
encryption by storing data, which when encrypted could
produce malicious code.

B. Attack Detection

The Attack Detection component detects the heap spray
attack, and contains the following two sub-components:

• Attack Detection Function: This function will be called
as the attack commences. In our current implementation,
this function calls the C Library’s abort function.

• Assign value to random padding: The random padding
inserted by the Attack Prevention component is of
paddingSize bytes. This random padding will contain
a call instruction and the function address for this call
instruction is set to the Attack Detection Function. Hence,
paddingSize must be at least equal to the number
of bytes required to encode call instruction and the
function address for this call instruction.

The working of the Attack Detection component is based
on the fact that while the malicious code sprayed on the heap
is executed, the instruction pointer will encounter the random
padding, and therefore the call instruction will be executed.

V. EXAMPLE

In this section, we demonstrate the working of our tech-
nique. In this example, we assume that the heap is sprayed
using a long string containing NOP sled and the shellcode.
In this example, we assume an x86 32-bit CPU and fix
paddingSize = 6. To make this example simple, suppose
the random key is set to 0x90 and use a simple shellcode:

mov a l , 1
xor ebx , ebx
i n t 0x80



The above shellcode calls exit system call with argument
1 in register al. When compiled, this assembly turns into the
following machine code sequence:

b0 01 31 db cd 80

Each byte of the above machine code when XORed with 0x90
produce the following instruction sequence:

20 91 a1 4b 5d 10

In this example, the heap is first sprayed by NOP instructions
followed by insertion of the shellcode. Figure 5 shows the
heap layout after it is sprayed. Logically the array is visible
to the programmer as a contiguous memory with the sprayed
heap code. However, the actual layout is not contiguous; it is
randomized and padded at random addresses with encrypted
data. The padding contains the call instruction, which calls
the attack detection function. In this example, the address of
the attack detection function is 0x401214. In the heap, the
bytes of shellcode has been randomized and encrypted, hence,
the shellcode is not in its correct form, which when executed
would produce the required malicious attack.

When the attacker exploits a buffer overflow and transfers
the position of the instruction pointer to a guessed location
on the heap (as shown in Figure 5), the CPU starts executing
the code. Eventually, it encounters the call instruction and
transfers the control to the attack detection function.

Similar example can be given for how the object layout
randomization helps in the prevention of attack. Consider the
object shellCode formed by the following JavaScript code:

v a r s h e l l C o d e = { f1 : 0 xb0019090 ,
f2 : 0 x31db9090 ,
f3 : 0 xcd809090}

The code above forms an object shellCode containing the
bytes of shellcode as its fields. The first field encodes the
bytes b0, 01, and two NOP instructions with byte 90. NOP
instructions are added after one instruction to fill the padding
between different elements. This object with NOP-sled can be
sprayed on the heap. Following JavaScript code shows one
of the object layouts and value of fields after object layout
randomization and encryption of the heap data:

v a r s h e l l C o d e = { f3 : 0 x5d100000 ,
f1 : 0 x20910000 ,
f4 : 0 xff151412400000 ,
f2 : 0 xa14b0000}

In the code above, the fields have been randomized and a ran-
dom padding field f4 with value equal to call 0x401214
have been added. Since, the execution of shellCode will
now start with field f3 instead of f1, the shellcode will not
produce the intended result. The control during the execution
of the shellcode will eventually be transferred to the attack
detection function due to the random padding field.

VI. EVALUATION AND IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented RandHeap in Google V8 5.5 [1] and
JikesRVM 3.1.3 [8]. We performed three types of evaluations:

(i) performance evaluation to measure execution time overhead
of RandHeap, (ii) memory evaluation to determine extra
memory required by RandHeap, and (iii) security evalu-
ation to determine whether RandHeap can prevent heap
spray attacks. For performance and memory evaluation of
RandHeap implementation in Google V8, we executed Oc-
tane 2.0 Benchmarks [5] on two versions of Google V8 with
Google V8’s Generational Garbage Collector: (i) Google V8
without RandHeap, and (ii) Google V8 with RandHeap.
Octane 2.0 Benchmark suite contains standard JavaScript
benchmarks, which are designed to evaluate JavaScript en-
gine’s performance. For performance and memory evalua-
tion of RandHeap implementation in JikesRVM, we exe-
cuted Dacapo 9.12 Benchmark suite [9] on two versions of
JikesRVM with JikesRVM’s Mark and Sweep Garbage Col-
lector: (i) JikesRVM without RandHeap, and (ii) JikesRVM
with RandHeap. Dacapo 9.12 Benchmark suite is a standard
benchmark tool to evaluate Java Virtual Machine’s perfor-
mance. We performed our evaluation on a platform containing
Quad Core Intel i7-3610QM with HyperThreading disabled
and each core running at 2.3 GHz with 6 GB RAM running
64-bit Fedora 21 with Linux Kernel 3.19.3. For both Google
V8 and JikesRVM, heap is set to 1 GB. We took 4 values of
indexArrayLength: 4, 8, 16, and 32. For each of these
values, each benchmark was executed 5 times. We report
average performance overhead and memory requirement of
RandHeap. We are only reporting a subset of the Dacapo
9.12 benchmark suite since several benchmarks did not work
on a vanilla JikesRVM running on our evaluation system. This
is a known problem and unrelated to RandHeap.

A. Performance Evaluation

Figure 6 presents the performance overhead of RandHeap
(in %) for Octane benchmarks executing on Google V8. For
each value of the indexArrayLength average overhead
is around 6% for Google V8. Although, few instructions
are added for every element access in arrays (as given in
Section IV-A2), caching of indexArray brings the overhead
to an acceptable value. Since indexArray is small in
size for each of the indexArrayLength, it can readily
fit in L1 cache, thereby providing faster access from logi-
cal to physical indexes. Overhead above 5% for all values
of indexArrayLength is observed in zlib, Splay,
DeltaBlue, and Navier Stokes, because these bench-
marks heavily uses array indexing operations and object cre-
ation and destructions. All other benchmarks with performance
overhead less than or equal to 4% does not contains significant
amount of property load/store, object, and array indexing
operations, leading to low overhead.

Figure 7 presents the performance overhead of RandHeap
(in %) for Dacapo benchmarks executing on JikesRVM.
For every value of indexArrayLength the average over-
head is around 6% for JikesRVM. We believe caching of
indexArray is responsible for small overhead. Overhead of
more than 6% is observed in lusearch, luindex, xalan,



Fig. 5: Example attack: heap layout after heap spraying
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Fig. 6: Performance Overhead (in %) of Google V8 with RandHeap over Google V8 without RandHeap, where p =
log2(indexArrayLength)
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Fig. 7: Performance Overhead (in %) of JikesRVM with
RandHeap over JikesRVM without RandHeap, where p =
log2(indexArrayLength)

and pmd because these benchmarks rely heavily on string
indexing operations.

1) Comparison with related work: Nozzle [21] suffers
from an average overhead of around 7%. Heap Taichi [11]
suffers from an average overhead of 5%, when evaluated on
Google V8 and Firefox. BuBBle [12] has an overhead of 2.6%
on Google V8 benchmarks. DieHarder [19] suffers from an
average overhead of 20% with the highest overhead of 117%.
However, for Firefox, DieHarder is reported to have an no

overhead. This is because a virtual machine do not allocate
memory in small fragments like C/C++ programs instead, they
allocate a large chunk of memory and objects are allocated
memory from this large chunk leading to significantly less
number of calls to DieHarder.
RandHeap suffers from an average overhead of 6%, which

is less than all of the previous techniques except BuBBle.
However, BuBBle only adds padding in strings not in objects
or arrays, hence, provides protection if the shellcode is stored
in the form of a string. Moreover, BuBBle traverses the whole
string before writing to add padding and before reading to
remove padding, which, if applied to all types of arrays could
lead to a significant overhead. In other words, the complexity
of array indexing is O(n) in BuBBle. However, RandHeap
provides array indexing operations with O(1) complexity.

B. Memory Requirements

For both versions of Google V8 and JikesRVM, we cal-
culated the total memory usage as the sum of the heap
usage before every garbage collection cycle. Figure 9 shows
the extra memory (in %) required by Google V8 with
RandHeap over Google V8 without RandHeap. Figure
8 shows the extra memory (in %) required by JikesRVM
with RandHeap over JikesRVM without RandHeap. We
observe that the average memory requirement increases with
increase in indexArrayLength. For Google V8 with



RandHeap, the average memory requirement is 6.74% for
indexArrayLength = 8. For JikesRVM with RandHeap,
the average memory requirement is 5.29%. Since, RandHeap
increases the size of objects and arrays, benchmarks allocating
significant number of arrays and objects are expected to have
higher memory requirements. Memory requirement greater
than 10% in Figure 9 is observed for zlib, CodeLoad,
RegExp, GameBoy, PdfJS, and Mandreel because these
benchmarks allocates significant number of strings and objects.
Similarly, we observe higher memory requirement (greater
than 10%) in Dacapo Benchmarks for avrora, sunflow,
and pmd.
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Fig. 8: Memory Requirement (in %) for JikesRVM, where p
= log2(indexArrayLength)

1) Comparison with related work: Nozzle, Heap Taichi,
and DieHarder doesn’t report memory requirements. BuBBle
report memory requirement of 5.3%, which may appear to be
less than RandHeap’s memory requirement at the first sight
but, please note that BuBBle adds random padding only in
strings, while RandHeap adds random padding in all types of
arrays and objects. Hence, we expect that if BuBBle is applied
to all types of arrays, the memory requirement of BuBBle will
be close to RandHeap’s memory requirement.

C. Security Evaluation

Heap spray attack makes use of spraying objects in the
heap in three ways: (i) using a string, (ii) using an array of
integers or floats, and (iii) using an object with several byte
fields containing shellcode. We created an attack by calling a
C++ function in JavaScript in Google V8. This C++ function
contains a buffer overflow, which can be exploited to set the
return pointer to an arbitrary place in the heap. We created a
similar attack in Java in JikesRVM, which calls a C++ function
containing a buffer overflow.

In each of the above cases, RandHeap was able to detect
the attack. The instruction pointer landed within the heap, and
encountered random padding containing the call instruction.
The CPU executed this call instruction to call attack detec-
tion function. At times when the instruction pointer directly
landed into the sprayed shellcode, then due to the random-
ization of array elements the shellcode never got executed
correctly. Moreover, random padding also prevented the attack

by preventing to guess the padded bytes and setting a jump to
shellcode.

Heap Taichi [11] described four types of objects using
which another heap spray attack can be created. However, all
these attacks also require that malicious code must be stored
in a well defined way in the heap without random padding.
Hence, RandHeap can also prevent from attacks. RandHeap
was able to detect these heap spray attacks generated by
spraying heap using each of the four types of objects.

1) Security Analysis: For the successful execution of any
machine code, two conditions must be satisfied: (i) machine
code instructions are executed in a correct manner, and (ii) the
control flow must not be transferred somewhere else during
the execution of the code. We demonstrate that for heap
spray attacks, RandHeap prevents the successful execution
of the shellcode by preventing the above conditions, thereby,
preventing a malicious code to be executed via heap spray.

There are different ways to generate spray shellcode includ-
ing the use of arrays, objects, and/or strings. The shellcode is
preceded by NOP sled. During the heap spray attack, there
are two situations depending on where the instruction pointer
lands on the heap:

1) Instruction Pointer lands on the NOP sled: For the
instruction pointer to reach the shellcode, it has to
execute all NOP instructions. Since, NOP instruction does
not modify the current state in a processor, randomizing
the locations of NOP cannot prevent the attack. However,
because of the random padding in between random
locations in NOP sled, the call instruction will be
executed, thereby calling attack detection function and
detecting the attack.

2) Instruction Pointer lands just before the shellcode: For
the shellcode to be executed successfully, conditions
(i) and (ii) must be satisfied. However, on the heap,
malicious code is stored in an encrypted form and the
specified order defined by the attacker is not followed to
store the shellcode on the heap but each instruction of
the shellcode is stored at a random location. Moreover,
padding in between random locations of the shellcode,
contains a call instruction. Hence, the shellcode is not
executed correctly due to randomized order of instruc-
tions, encryption of these instructions, and the execution
of call instruction leads to the transfer of control out
from the shellcode.

Hence, RandHeap can prevent and detect all kinds of heap
spray attacks.

To guess the array layout correclty, an attacker has to
precisely know the randomized location of the array ele-
ments and the location of the random padding. The possi-
ble number of element arrangements in indexArray are
indexArrayLength!. The number of cases for padding is
2indexArrayLength. Hence, the number of possible array
layouts is indexArrayLength!×2indexArrayLength.
Table I depicts the number of possible array lay-
outs for different values of indexArrayLayout. For
indexArrayLength = 16, there are 1.3 × 1018 possible
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Fig. 9: Memory Requirement (in %) for Google V8, where p = log2(indexArrayLength)

array layouts, hence, the probability is 7.7×10−19. Since, the
size of random key is 64 bits, there are 264 number of possible
keys. Therefore, the probability of guessing the correct array
layout and random key is far too low to consider for any
feasibility. Similarly, the number of object layouts for an object
with n number of fields is n!× 2n.

2) Comparison with related work: Nozzle provides security
by analyzing the heap at specified heap intervals and detecting
NOP sled. Nozzle suffers from three major issues: (i) TOCTOU
vulnerability [6], i.e., the attacker can allocate a benign object,
wait for Nozzle to examine it, then change it to contain
malicious content and trigger the attack, (ii) to decrease the
performance overhead, Nozzle examines only a part of the
heap at one time, (iii) Heap Taichi has shown that even
without NOP sled, successful heap spray attacks can be created.
Techniques [11] to prevent Heap Taichi based attacks are based
on Nozzle and hence, these techniques also suffer from (i) and
(ii) issues described above. Moreover, Ding et al. [11] claims
that new attacks based on Heap Taichi can be developed, which
are difficult for current techniques to detect. Since, RandHeap
randomizes the heap layout and encrypts the heap data, it is
able to prevent Heap Taichi based attacks and does not suffers
from the above issues.

By adding random padding in between the strings, BuBBle
[12] can prevent heap spray attacks, which stores shellcode in
a string, but, BuBBle cannot prevent attacks which can store
shellcode in integer or float arrays, and/or objects. However,
RandHeap is able to detect and prevent these attacks because
it randomizes objects and all types of arrays.

We have shown in Section III that DieHarder [19] is not
able to protect managed languages from heap spray attacks.
However, RandHeap does heap randomization at the virtual
machine level and hence, is able to protect virtual machines.

VII. RELATED WORK

Much of the related work has been described in Section III.
In this section, we will describe other related works.

A. Memory Attack Prevention

A number of attacks makes misuse of C APIs, strcpy in
particular. LibSafe [4] and HeapShield [3] libraries can prevent
such attacks that exploit the C APIs. Buffer Overflow attacks

mostly depend on the attacker injecting a malicious code in
memory that is executable in nature. Data Execution Preven-
tion (DEP) [23] is a Windows countermeasure to mitigate such
memory corruption attacks by marking one or more pages
in memory as non-executable. However, DEP alone is well
known to be by-passable as presented in [23].

Some of the attacks work using the fact that certain
processes are loaded at specific memory locations, i.e. the
memory locations for certain programs are always static. Ad-
dress Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) [18] randomizes
memory locations used by system files and other programs.
However, even ASLR is known to be by-passable, and has
been investigated in the literature [25], [22].

B. Code Randomization

Code Randomization has been one of the most common
defense against code re-use attacks. Randomization techniques
for achieving code randomization includes instruction and
basic block reordering, register re-allocation, instruction sub-
stitution and NOP insertion. These techniques are implemented
by [13], [16] in the compiler. [14], [15] and [17] implements
these techniques in virtual machines and JIT. [20], [24] uses
static binary re-writing to implement above techniques. [15]
applies above techniques on dynamically generated code.
These implementations show that diversification has a posi-
tive impact on software security with negligible performance
overhead. [15] relies on static NOP insertion techniques while
[17] has shown that even less performance overhead could
be achieved using dynamic adaptive NOP insertion. Control
flow integrity (CFI)[7], [10] have also been introduced in lit-
erature to prevent memory exploits, especially return-oriented
programming attacks (ROP).

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented RandHeap, a technique to
prevent and detect heap spray attacks. RandHeap randomizes
the heap in three ways: (i) by randomizing object layouts,
(ii) by randomizing the array layout, and (iii) encrypting data
on the heap. RandHeap randomizes the object layout for
all classes by randomizing the position of fields and adding
random padding between them. RandHeap decides a random
layout for all the arrays by randomizing the element locations



indexArrayLength Cases for inserting padding Element Arrangements Possible array layouts
2 22 2! 8
4 24 4! 384
8 28 8! 107

16 216 16! 1.3× 1018

32 232 32! 1.1× 1045

TABLE I: Possible Array Layouts for different values of indexArrayLength

and adding padding between them. RandHeap encrypts data
to be written on the heap by XORing the data with a random
key before writing it and decrypts the data before reading by
XORing it by the same key.

We integrated RandHeap with Google V8 and JikesRVM,
and evaluated RandHeap’s performance, security and mem-
ory requirements.RandHeap produces a low execution over-
head of 6% when integrated with Google V8 and JikesRVM.
Google V8 with RandHeap requires 6-9% of extra memory,
while JikesRVM with RandHeap requires 5-10% of extra
memory. We also implemented heap spray attack in current
literature in both Google V8 and JikesRVM. We found that
RandHeap could detect all attacks before the execution of
malicious code commences.
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